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Brownian motion and the formation of singularitiesin the heat ow for harmonic mapsAnton ThalmaierNWF I { Mathematik, Universit�at Regensburg, D-93040 Regensburg, Germany(e-mail: anton.thalmaier@mathematik.uni-regensburg.de)Received: March 1995 / In revised form: October 1995Summary. We develop a general framework for a stochastic interpretation of certainnonlinear PDEs on manifolds. The linear operation of taking expectations is replacedby the concept of \martingale means", namely the notion of deterministic startingpoints of martingales (with respect to the Levi-Civita connection) ending up at a pre-scribed state. We formulate a monotonicity condition for the Riemannian quadraticvariation of such martingales that allows us to turn smallness of the quadratic varia-tion into a priori gradient bounds for solutions of the nonlinear heat equation. Suchestimates lead to simple criteria for blow-ups in the nonlinear heat ow for harmonicmaps with small initial energy.Keywords. Brownian motion, martingales on manifolds, nonlinear heat equation,evolution problem, harmonic map, blow-up, barycentre1. IntroductionThe theory of harmonic maps connects nonlinear analysis, geometry and topologyfor Riemannian manifolds in a rather subtle way, see [9], [10], [11]. Harmonic mapsM ! N provide a common generalization of the notion of geodesics (for M = S1or R) and harmonic functions (for N = R or Rn ). It is well-known that probabil-ity theory, namely the theory of Brownian motion, is related to the linear case ofharmonic functions. Stochastic analysis provides tools to reduce (linear) partial dif-ferential equations (e.g., heat equation, Dirichlet problem) to solutions of ordinarystochastic differential equations, in such a way that the solution of the partial dif-ferential equation is given by taking expectations of a stochastic solution. Althoughstochastic analysis on Riemannian manifolds is well-developed [13], [14], [15], [20],an essential dif�culty in applying stochastic methods to nonlinear geometric PDEproblems comes from the fact that taking expectations of random variables is by def-inition a linear operation, ruling out, for instance, straightforward generalizations tothe harmonic map problem for general target manifolds.



2 A. ThalmaierThere are established ways to de�ne expectations (means) for random variables orprobability distributions on manifolds, like the theory of Riemannian centres of mass[23], [30], or the notion of barycentres of measures, see e.g. [16]. Most applicationsof these concepts are related to random variables concentrated on domains whichcan be described geometrically in terms of convex geometry (see [25]). It appearsdif�cult to adapt notions relying on convexity to situations where nontrivial topologyand the global nature of the manifold is involved. The appropriate replacement ofthe linear expectation operators is given by a rather sophisticated nonlinear stochasticconcept, namely the notion of (deterministic) starting points of martingales with thegiven random variable as terminal state. Martingales on manifolds depend on a linearconnection, e.g., the Levi-Civita connection induced by the metric for Riemannianmanifolds. With respect to this connection martingales provide a natural class of freemotions relative to the given geometry.This paper includes a discussion of the heat ow for harmonic maps in termsof martingales on Riemannian manifolds and investigates the development of singu-larities out of smooth initial data in �nite time created by topological reasons. Ourmain intention is to clarify the probabilistic background of such phenomena and toestablish stochastic methods in the �eld of global geometric evolution problems.Throughout this paper, we assume that (M; g) is either a compact Riemannianmanifold or (M; g) = (Rm ; can) with the canonical Euclidean metric, and that all targetmanifolds N are compact. All manifolds are connected, and all maps are supposedto be smooth (C1) if not stated otherwise explicitly. Solutions of the heat equationare always understood in the classical sense.2. The heat ow for harmonic mapsLet (M; g) and (N; h) be smooth Riemannian manifolds and let f : M ! N be asmooth map. Associated with these data are the two fundamental forms of f .(a) (First fundamental form of f ). The pullback of the metric h under f gives abilinear form f�h 2 � (T �M 
 T �M ) which is de�ned by(f�h)x(u; v) = hf (x)(f�u; f�v) for u; v 2 TxM:(b) (Second fundamental form of f ). With respect to the Levi-Civita-connectionson M and N one has rdf 2 � (T �M 
 T �M 
 f�TN ) de�ned as covariantderivative of df = f� 2 � (T �M 
 f�TN ).By taking traces of the fundamental forms (with respect to the given metrics) we get(i) kdfk2 = trace f�h 2 C1(M ), the energy density of f , and(ii) � (f ) = tracerdf 2 � (f�TN ), the tension �eld of f .Maps with vanishing tension �eld � (f ) are called harmonic. Via the Euler-Lagrangeequation they appear as stationary (critical) points of the energy functionalE(f ) = RM kdfk2 d volwith respect to compactly supported variations of f . As in Hodge theory, whereone seeks to realize de Rham cohomology classes by harmonic differential forms,a fundamental question is whether a given homotopy class of maps has a harmonicrepresentative.



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 3The basic existence problem is concerned with the deformation of a map f : M ! Ninto a harmonic map. A classical approach of determining harmonic representativesin a given homotopy class is the so called \deformation under the heat ow". Hereone uses the heat equation� @@tu = 12� (u) on [0;1[�Mujt=0 = f (2:1)to establish a homotopy ut = u(t; � ) between the initial map f = u0 and a harmonicmap, namely u1 � limt!1 ut. Inherent to this method are several dif�culties: one ofthem is that a priori only existence of local solutions to the heat equation is guaranteed,e.g., see [18], [22].Theorem 2.1 (Short-term existence of solutions) Let M and N be compact. Thenthere exists T > 0 depending on the initial map f such that the heat equation has aunique smooth solution (t; x) 7! u(t; x) for (t; x) 2 [0; T [�M .Short-term existence of solutions also holds for not necessarily compact mani-folds M , provided the energy density kdfk2 of the initial map is bounded on M ;then also kdu(t; � )k2 is bounded on M for any t < T . In their pioneering paper onthe subject Eells-Sampson obtain the following global existence result, using strongcurvature assumptions for N .Theorem 2.2 [12] Let M and N be compact, and suppose the sectional curvatureRiemN of N is non-positive. Then for any f 2 C1(M;N ) the heat equation admitsa unique, global, smooth solution u: [0;1[�M ! N . As t ! 1, the maps u(t; � )converge smoothly to a harmonic map u1 2 C1(M;N ) homotopic to f .If the manifold M has a boundary @M == �, then it is natural to consider theDirichlet problem, namely whether or not a given (smooth) �: @M ! N has anextension to a harmonic map u: M ! N with uj@M = �. In the heat ow approachto this problem one works with the heat equation for a suitable extension f of �to M , together with the Dirichlet boundary conditionu(t; � )j@M = � :The result of Eells-Sampson was extended to cover the case of manifolds with bound-aries @M == � by Hamilton [18]. It is well-known that the curvature restrictionRiemN � 0 can be weakened if initial and boundary data have small range [21].The situation turns out to be much more complicated if the curvature assumptionin Theorem 2.2 is dropped. In higher dimensions hardly any general global resultis known for the homotopy problem unless RiemN � 0. There can be topologicalrestrictions which prevent the heat ow from having any chance of converging orsubconverging. For example, as is well-known [9], there exist no harmonic mapsT 2 ! S2 with degree �1. This implies that solutions of the heat equation for anyinitial data of degree �1 cannot converge or subconverge to a harmonic map. Asecond even more fundamental problem is the question whether the heat ow existsfor all t � 0 without curvature assumptions on N .Local existence of solutions implies that there is a maximal interval [0; T [ where0 < T � 1 such that the solution exists on this interval but cannot be extendedbeyond. Whether the case T < 1, namely \blow-up in �nite time", is possible tooccur has been a challenging problem for a long time (see [10], p. 63).



4 A. ThalmaierIt is meanwhile known [4], [3] that blow-up in �nite time is a natural phenomenon ifthe initial map u0 = f belongs to a nontrivial homotopy class and the initial energyE(u0) is suf�ciently small.Theorem 2.3 [4] Let M and N be compact, dimM � 3, and letH be any nontrivialhomotopy class in C(M;N ) such thatEH := inf�E(f ) : f 2H \ C1(M;N )	 = 0:Then there exists " > 0 such that if f 2 H \ C1(M;N ) and E(f ) < " then thesolution of the heat equation with initial condition f blows up in �nite time T . More-over T = T (f )! 0 as E(f )! 0.A result of White [44] guarantees EH = 0 for many nontrivial homotopy classesH of maps M ! N . Namely, let M and N be compact Riemannian manifolds andu0 2 C1(M;N ), theninf�E(f ) : f 2 C1(M;N ); f ' u0	 = 0if and only if u0 is 2-homotopic to a constant map (i.e. �i(u0) = 0 for i � 2).This is equivalent to the condition that the restriction of u0 to the 2-skeleton ofsome triangulation of M is homotopic to a constant map. Speci�cally, any mapu0 2 C1(M;N ) is homotopic to maps with arbitrary small energy, for instance, if(a) �1(M ) = 0 and �2(M ) = 0, or(b) �1(N ) = 0 and �2(N ) = 0, or(c) �1(M ) = 0 and �2(N ) = 0.Note that if RiemN � 0 then �i(N ) = 0 for i � 2, and any map M ! N that is2-homotopic to a constant is already homotopic to a constant.Heat ow is energy decreasing and, if the energy is suf�ciently small, the deforma-tion goes towards constant maps; blow-ups occur if this is impossible for topologicalreasons. The way analysis and topology combine in the heat ow to create singular-ities in �nite time is far from being completely understood. In this paper we like todemonstrate that stochastic analysis provides natural tools to deal with such questions.3. Brownian motion and harmonic mapsLet �
;F ; P ; (Ft)t2R+� be a given �ltered probability space ful�lling the usualconditions. An adapted stochastic process X with continuous paths on a Riemannianmanifold (M; g) is a Brownian motion if for each ' 2 C1(M ) with compact support' �Xt � ' �X0 � 12 Z t0 (�M') �Xs ds (t � 0) (3:1)de�nes a real-valued martingale; here �M is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (M; g).We say X is BM(M; g), and write X = Xx if Xx0 = x a.s.There is an intrinsic method of constructing Brownian motion on a Riemannianmanifold (M; g) of dimension m. Let W be a at BM(Rm ). Denote by L1; : : : ; Lmthe canonical horizontal vector �elds on the orthonormal base bundle O(M ) over M ,given by Li(u) = hu(uei) where h: ��TM ! TO(M ) is the horizontal lift induced



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 5by the Levi-Civita connection on M . Orthonormal frames u are read as isometriesu: Rm ! T�(u)M , and ei stands for the i-th standard basis vector in Rm . Let u0 bea F0-measurable random variable with values in O(M ). Solving the O(M )-valuedStratonovich differential equation (SDE)dU = mPi=1Li(U ) � dW i; U0 = u0 ; (3:2)gives horizontal Brownian motion on O(M ), and the projection X = � � U of thesolution process U down to M de�nes a BM(M; g), started at x0 = � � u0; see [14].This geometric procedure of solving SDEs on the orthonormal base bundle O(M )can be extended to construct larger classes of random motions on M if we replacethe Brownian motion W in (3.2) by a continuous semimartingale Z on Rm (startedat 0). In this case, X = � �U on M is called stochastic development of Z [15]. Thus,induced by the Levi-Civita connection on M , one can associate to each continuoussemimartingale Z on Rm a stochastic developmentX onM , together with a horizontallift U of X on O(M ), and therefore a notion of parallel transport along the paths of Xvia ==0;t = Ut � U�10 : TX0M ��! TXtM: (3:3)Stochastic development can be reversed in order to �nd the \anti-development" Z(with values in Rm ) from the processX onM . More precisely, given a semimartingaleX onM , we may construct U as horizontal lift ofX on O(M ) (starting at some initialframe u0 above x0) and get the corresponding anti-development Z as a Stratonovichintegral of the canonical connection 1-form # on O(M ) along the process U (see [14],[15], or [19]), namely as Z = Z # (�dU ) � ZU # (3:4)where # 2 � (T �O(M )
 Rm ) is the canonical 1-form of the connection, de�ned by#u(e) = u�1(��e) for e 2 TuO(M ). Thus, given one of the three processes Z, X ,or U , up to a speci�cation of the starting variables, the two others may be constructed.Note that the Riemannian quadratic variation [X;X] = R g(dX; dX) of an M -valuedsemimartingaleX depends only on the martingale part of its anti-development, namely[X;X] = [Z;Z] where [Z;Z] = [Z1; Z1] + : : : + [Zm; Zm] is the usual (Euclidean)quadratic variation of Z.An adapted process X with values in the Riemannian manifold (M; g) is calleda r-martingale (with respect to the Levi-Civita connection r) if X is the stochasticdevelopment of a continuous Rm -valued local martingale Z (see [15]). We onlyconsider r-martingales with respect to Levi-Civita connections, thus we omit thespeci�cation of the connection in the sequel. The class of all martingales on (M; g)is denoted by Mart(M; g). Using the functional characterization of manifold-valuedmartingales, due to Darling [6], which relies on the richness of germs of convexfunctions, it is easy to see that the martingale property is a local property; hencethere is a straightforward meaning of M -valued semimartingales being a martingaleon stochastic intervals of the form [�; � [ or ]�; � [.BM(M; g) constructed by stochastic development lives on the canonical Wienerspace that carries BM(Rm ). The standard �ltration on them-dimensional Wiener spacewill be referred to as (m-dimensional) Brownian �ltration in the sequel. All manifold-valued processes will be de�ned on some �xed m-dimensional Wiener space with itsBrownian �ltration, but with m not necessarily the dimension of the manifold. For



6 A. Thalmaierinstance, the image f �X of an M -valued Brownian motion X under a differentiablemap f : M ! N is a semimartingale on N adapted to the m-dimensional Brownian�ltration with m = dimM .A consequence of the adaptedness to a Brownian �ltration is that M -valued semi-martingales start at deterministic points. Hence, in the correspondence between thecontinuous Rm -valued semimartingale Z, its M -valued stochastic development X ,and the O(M )-valued horizontal lift U of X , there is only a choice for the ini-tial frame U0 = u above X0 = x. Such a choice of u means selecting an isometryu: Rm ��! T�(u)M via z 7!Pmi=1 ziui . Under the identi�cation of Rm and TxM viau 2 O(M )x we may consider Z � uZ with values in TxM rather than Z with valuesin Rm . The horizontal lift U then still depends on u, but not the induced paralleltransport ==0;t = Ut � U�10 = Ut � u�1 along X .Maps between manifolds may be studied under the aspect how they transformcertain classes of random motions, for instance Brownian motions, see [6]. The actionof a map f on BM(M; g) is described in terms of the �rst and second fundamentalform of f .Theorem 3.1 Let f : (M; g) ! (N; h) be a smooth map between Riemannian mani-folds. Let X be a semimartingale on M with X0 = x, which comes by stochasticdevelopment from a at semimartingale Z on TxM . The image process ~X = f �X is asemimartingale on N with ~X0 = f (x), and hence determined by its anti-development~Z in Tf (x)N . If ==t;0 = U0 � U�1t and ==�t;0 = ~U0 � ~U�1t denote the parallel transportsalong paths of X , resp. ~X, we haved ~Z = ==�t;0 df ==0;t dZ + 12 ==�t;0rdf (dX; dX) : (3:5)Speci�cally, if X is a BM(M; g), and correspondingly Z a BM(TxM ), we getd ~Z = ==�t;0 df ==0;t dZ + 12==�t;0 � (f ) �X dt ; (3:6)in this case the Riemannian quadratic variation [ ~X; ~X] = R h(d ~X; d ~X) reads asd [ ~X; ~X] = Ph(f�Uei; f�Uei) dt = � kdfk2 �X� dt : (3:7)The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the geometric Itô formula; see [15], or [19]pp. 442-4, for details. Equations (3.6) and (3.7) show that the martingale part in theanti-development of f � X measures the energy of f along the path of X , whilethe drift part captures the tension �eld of f along X . Speci�cally, a smooth mapf : M ! N is harmonic if and only if it maps BM(M; g) to Mart(N; h).4. Expectations on manifoldsIn this section we comment on various approaches to an intrinsic de�nition of expec-tations (means) of random variables on Riemannian manifolds; see [30], [23], [16],[25], [36], [1] and [2].De�nition 4.1 Let (N; h) be a Riemannian manifold and � an N -valued randomvariable de�ned on a probability space (
;F ; P ); further �x y0 2 N .



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 7(i) (Barycentres) The point y0 is said to be in the barycentre of � if '(y0) � E ['��]for all bounded convex functions ': U ! R such that U � N is open, convex,y0 2 U , and range (�) � U , a.e.(ii) (Riemannian centres of mass; \Cartan means") Suppose that � is L2-integrablein the sense that E�distN (x0; �)2� < 1 for some x0 2 N . The point y0 is saidto be a Cartan mean of � if y0 is a local minimum of the function Q: N ! R+given by Q(x) = E�distN (x; �)2�.(iii) (Martingale means) Let (Ft)t�0 be a �ltration on (
;F ; P ) ful�lling the usualconditions such that F = F1. Then the point y0 is said to be a martingale meanof � if there is a uniformly integrable martingale Y on N , adapted to (Ft)t�0,starting at y0 and ending up at �, i.e., Y0 = y0 and Y1 = �, a.s.Each of the above concepts relies on a different aspect of the geometric setting, e.g.,the notion of convexity, the distance function induced by the Riemannian metric, orthe idea of a drift-free random motion. Only the martingale mean requires a �ltration;it uses the starting point y0 of a martingale Y ending up at Y1 = � as a substitutefor the missing expectation \E [�]". (In addition, one may take Ys as replacementof the conditional expectation \EFs [�]"). Note that if F0 is trivial, e.g., in caseof the Brownian �ltration on Wiener space, adapted processes start at deterministicpoints. By de�nition, the martingale interpolating between y0 and � is assumed to beuniformly integrable in the sense that its anti-development is an uniformly integrablemartingale on Rn . Martingales on manifolds include continuous local martingales onEuclidean space; thus without the restriction to uniformly integrable martingales thisnotion would be too wide.Example 4.2 Let �
;F ; P ; (Ft)t2R+� be a �ltered probability space such that F0 istrivial andF1 = F . Take N = Rn , and let � 2 L1(
;F ; P ;Rn ). Then Ys = EFs [�],s � 0, de�nes a uniformly integrable martingale on Rn with limit Y1 = �, a.s., andstarting point Y0 = EF0 [�] = E [�].In Example 4.2 the martingale itself, but not its starting point, depends on the�ltration | a situation that changes if we consider random variables � with valuesin general Riemannian manifolds (N; h). Note that in the example y0 = E [�] is alsoa Cartan mean and obviously in the barycentre of � by Jensen's inequality.In the context of the martingale mean it appears natural to keep track of the\size" of the interpolating martingales. As mentioned above, the Riemannian quadraticvariation of an N -valued martingale coincides with the quadratic variation of itsanti-development in Rn . On the other hand, the size of a martingale on Euclideanspace is measured by its quadratic variation process. Note that martingales Y withprescribed end state Y1 automatically ful�ll [Y; Y ]1 <1 a.e., as a consequence ofthe martingale theorem.For p � 1, a martingale Y with values in a Riemannian manifold (N; h) is called anHp-martingale if E�[Y; Y ]p=21 � <1 where [Y; Y ] = R h(dY; dY ) is the Riemannianquadratic variation of Y (see also [8]). A martingale mean y0 of an N -valued randomvariable � is called an Hp-martingale mean if there is an Hp-martingale begun at y0and converging to �. Then, the Hp-normkY kHp = [Y; Y ]1=21 Lpserves as a speci�cation of the goodness of the mean value Y0 = y0 for the variable �.



8 A. ThalmaierGiving a brief comparison of the concepts in De�nition 4.3, we remark that (atleast on suf�ciently small domains) both Cartan means and martingale means arecompatible with barycentres (see [25]). For instance, let y0 be a martingale mean fora random variable � where Y is the corresponding uniformly integrable martingalewith Y0 = y0 and Y1 = �. Then, for all ' 2 C1(N ), say such that kd'k is bounded,we have: ' � Ys = EFs [' � �]� 12 EFs �R1s rd'(dY; dY )� :As a consequence, '(y0) and E [' � �] differ by the nonlinear correction term12 E�R10 rd'(dY; dY )�depending on the complete martingale Y . Obviously, the correction is 0 if rd' = 0(i.e., ' af�ne), and ' � y0 � E [' � �] if rd' � 0 (i.e., ' convex). The obviousproblem with barycentres comes from the fact that in general there are not enoughconvex functions to specify appropriate means for large range random variables. Forexample, on a compact Riemannian manifold (without boundary) there are no globallyde�ned non-constant convex functions at all.We like to stress that there is fundamental conceptual difference between Cartanmeans and martingale means which makes these notions incompatible in any generalsetting. For instance, �x an F1-measurable random variable � with values in N . Forsimplicity, suppose that range (�) � B � N where B is a suf�ciently small regulargeodesic ball such that distN = distB on B � B; here distB is the restricted metricon B de�ned by taking into account only curves connecting x and y within B. Ify0 2 B is a Cartan mean of �, then in particular, y0 is a critical point forQ: N ! R ; Q(x) = E�distN (x; �)2� ;or, in other words, E�exp�1y0 (�)� = 0. Thus, for a Cartan mean y0 of �, there is amartingale Ŷ in Ty0N , namely Ŷs = EFs �exp�1y0 (�)�, such that the N -valued processY = expy0 Ŷ starts at y0 and terminates at �, i.e., Y1 = �. In general, Y will not bea martingale unless expy0 is totally geodesic. On the other hand, if y0 is a martingalemean of �, then there is a martingale Y on N such that Y0 = y0 and Y1 = � a.e.By de�nition, Y is the stochastic development of a martingale Ŷ in Ty0N �= Rm .In both cases there is a martingale Ŷ in Ty0N , but dealing with the Cartan meanimplies that Ŷ is transported onto N via the exponential map (at the �xed point y0)to give a process Y on N connecting y0 and � (in general only a semimartingale),whereas the concept of the martingale mean uses the more complicated procedure ofstochastic development to transport Ŷ onto N : the frame in Ty0N (used to identifyTy0N and Rm ) is carried along Y by stochastic parallel transport.Throughout this paper, we restrict ourselves to H2-martingale means which is anappropriate class for the applications we have in mind. The term \martingale mean"will be used in this stronger sense. As pointed out, for H2-martingales Y ,E ([Y; Y ]1) = E�R10 h(dY; dY )�measures the \size" of Y and speci�es a \distance" of the mean Y0 = y0 to thevariable �. In case uniqueness for Y fails, the (squared) H2-norm E ([Y; Y ]1) allowsone to compare different mean values and to specify a hierarchy of means to therandom variable �.



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 9In this paper the N -valued random variables � will be of the form � = f � Xxtfor some t, or slightly more general, � = f � Xx� for some stopping time � ; hereXx is a BM(M; g) and f : M ! N a smooth map. The relevant �ltration is the m-dimensional Brownian �ltration on Wiener space where m = dimM . Since the classof martingales is invariant under transformations of the time scale, martingale meansfor random variables of the above type are covered by prescribing terminal values ast!1. The Hp-norm of martingales is unaffected by a time change.Example 4.4 For n > 2, let (Sn�1; d#2) be the (n� 1)-dimensional standard sphere.The map f : Rnnf0g ! Sn�1 ; x 7! xkxk ;is harmonic. Hence, for a BM(Rn ) X = Xx started at x == 0, the angle process �x:�xt = f �Xxt ; t � 0;de�nes a martingale on Sn�1. Its Riemannian quadratic variation is given byd[�x; �x] = (n� 1) (Rr)�2 dt ; r = kxk ;where Rr = kXxk is a Bessel process of dimension n started at r > 0. Thus, forx == 0 and any t > 0, E ([�x; �x]t) = E�R t0 d[�x; �x]� <1 ;and the point f (x) 2 Sn�1 is a (H2-)martingale mean for the random variable � = �xt .But E ([�x ; �x]t) ! 1, as x ! 0; hence, for x close to 0, x == 0, the mean f (x)requires a martingale with largeH2-norm, if described by (�xs )0�s�t. Small variationsof �xt , caused by varying x near 0, give rise to big changes in f (x).Note that, for x = 0 in Example 4.4, the angle process (�0s)s>0 provides a mar-tingale on (Sn�1; d#2) without a starting point. We get E�R t" d[�0; �0]� <1 for any0 < " < t, but E�R t0 d[�0; �0]� = 1 for t > 0. Thus �0 may be considered asmartingale begun at t = �1 in its \intrinsic time".5. The stochastic representation of the heat equationWe start discussing some nonlinear PDE problems on manifolds under the aspect oftaking expectations on manifolds. Consider the following three types of problems.(i) (Nonlinear heat equation). Let M and N be (compact) Riemannian manifoldsand let f : M ! N be smooth. The map f is deformed using the heat equation:@@tu = 12� (u) ; ujt=0 = f : (5:1)(ii) (Nonlinear heat equation with a boundary condition). M is allowed to have aboundary @M == � and, as additional data, a smooth map �: @M ! N is given.The problem is solving the heat equation (5.1) as in (i), but together with theDirichlet boundary condition u(t; � )j@M = �. (Note: f j@M = �).(iii) (Dirichlet problem). M and N are again (compact) Riemannian manifolds; Mwith boundary @M == �, together with a smooth map �: @M ! N . The problemis to �nd u: M ! N harmonic with uj@M = �.



10 A. ThalmaierNote that in the at case N = Rn solutions are given in terms of Brownian motionby taking expectations, namely as(i) u(t; x) = E [f �Xxt ] for the heat equation,(ii) u(t; x) = E [f �Xxt^�x] for the heat equation with a boundary condition,(iii) u(x) = E [� �Xx�x] for the Dirichlet problem,whereXx is BM(M; g) started at x, and �x = inffs � 0 : Xxs 2 @Mg denotes the �rsthitting time of @M . These formulas are meaningless in the general situation; never-theless there should be a stochastic interpretation involving appropriate expectations(means) of the N -valued random variables f �Xxt , f �Xxt^�x, or f �Xx�x , respectively.The key observation is given by the following theorem.Theorem 5.1 For M compact, let u: [0; T [�M ! N be a smooth solution of theheat equation (5.1) and (t; x) 2 [0; T [�M . Then the N -valued processYs = u(t� s;Xxs ) ; 0 � s � t ; (5:2)is an H2-martingale on (N; h) with Y0 = u(t; x) and Yt = f �Xxt . Hence, u(t; x) is anH2-martingale mean of the N -valued random variable � = f �Xxt .Proof. We consider the N -valued semimartingale Y as image of the R+ �M -valuedsemimartingale X̂s = (s;Xxs ), 0 � s � t, under the map (s; y) 7! u(t � s; y) andapply Theorem 3.1 to determine its anti-development Z in Tf (x)N . The fact that usolves the heat equation is equivalent to a vanishing drift component of Z; namelyfrom formula (3.5), resp. (3.6), we get (modulo differentials of local martingales)dZ m= ==s;0��@tu + 12� (u)�(t� s;Xxs ) ds = 0 (5:3)(==s;0 denotes parallel transport along Y ). Hence, Y is an N -valued martingale, andobviously, Y0 = u(t; x), resp., Yt = u(0; Xxt ) = f � Xxt . The Riemannian quadraticvariation of Y is given asd[Y; Y ] � h(dY; dY ) = kdu(t� s; � )k2(Xxs ) ds : (5:4)From (5.4) we conclude immediately E ([Y; Y ]t) = E�R t0 h(dY; dY )� <1, verifyingthat Y is an H2-martingale. �The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 also holds for not necessarily compact manifoldsM ifkduk2 is bounded on [0; t]�M . Moreover, Theorem 5.1 can immediately be adaptedto the case @M == �. For instance, if u: [0; T [�M ! N is a solution of the heatequation with a boundary condition, then, for (t; x) 2 [0; T [�M ,Ys = u(t� s;Xxs^�x); 0 � s � t ;is an H2-martingale on (N; h) with Y0 = u(t; x) and Yt = f � Xxt^�x . Likewise, ifu: M ! N solves the nonlinear Dirichlet problem,Ys = u(Xxs^�x); s � 0 ;is an H2-martingale, started at u(x) with limit u �Xx�x as s!1.



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 116. Some non-uniqueness resultsWe now briey describe some examples indicating that martingale means on manifoldsare quite a delicate object, and which illustrate some of the issues arising in a globaltheory of expectations on manifolds. Here we mainly stick to the lack of uniquenessin the nonlinear Dirichlet problem.Let M = B1(0) � Rm � fx 2 Rm+1 : xm+1 = 0g, the closed unit ball in Rm , andN = Sm, the standard m-dimensional sphere. We think of Sm as the unit sphere inRm+1 and view M as unit ball in the equatorial hyperplane Rm+1 \fxm+1 = 0g. Thus@M = Sm�1 �,�! Sm as equator with the inclusion �(x) = x.Let X be BM(Rm ), started at X0 = 0, and � the �rst hitting time of @B1(0).The underlying �ltration is the standard m-dimensional Brownian �ltration. We takethe Sm-valued random variable � = X� (actually with values in the equator Sm�1of Sm), and look for martingales Y on Sm with terminal value �, that is Y� = � a.s.Recall that this question is related to the Dirichlet problem of �nding harmonic mapsu: B1(0) ! Sm such that u equals the identity map on @B1(0) = Sm�1 � Sm: foreach such u the composition Y = u �X is a martingale with the desired property.First, we look for martingales starting from the south (or north) pole and endingup at �. For this, let (#; r) be polar coordinates in B1(0), and write X = (�;R) suchthat � gives the angle of X on Sm�1 and R the Euclidean distance of X to theorigin. We restrict ourselves to \rotationally invariant" martingales Y on Sm of theform Y = (� cosh �R; sinh �R) (6:1)for some suitable C2-function h: [0; 1] ! R such that in addition Y0 = south pole,i.e., h(0) = ��=2, and Y� = �, i.e., h(1) = 0. The condition on h to make Y amartingale reads as d2hdr2 + m� 1r dhdr + m� 12r2 sin 2h = 0: (6:2)It is an elementary substitution to transform (6.2) to the equation for a damped pen-dulum which can be analyzed by standard methods (see also [40], pp. 92{93).It follows that for m � 7 any solution h of (6.2) with h(0) = ��=2 , h0(0) > 0lies below the line h = 0, and is increasing and asymptotic to h = 0. This implies thatthere is no martingale of the type (6.1) with Y0 = south pole and Y� = �.For 3 � m � 6, however, there are in�nitely many different martingales startingfrom the south pole and ending up at �. Any solution h of (6.2) with h(0) = ��=2 ,h0(0) > 0 is now asymptotic to the line h = 0 and crosses this line at in�nitely manypoints 0 < r1 < r2 < r3 < : : : with ri ! 1; hence, as a consequence of the scaleinvariance of (6.2), for each i 2 Nhi(r) = h(ri r) ; 0 � r � 1;gives a solution of (6.2) on [0; 1] satisfying the boundary conditions hi(0) = ��=2and hi(1) = 0. The corresponding martingales on SnY i = (� coshi �R; sinhi �R)possess Riemannian quadratic variation given byd[Y i; Y i] = � ddrhi�2(R) dt + (m� 1)R�2 cos2 hi(R) dt :



12 A. ThalmaierExploiting the fact that, by the scaling property of BM, for any r > 0 the processes� (1=r)Rr2t : t � 0� and (Rt : t � 0) are equivalent, we getE�[Y i; Y i]�� < E�[Y i+1; Y i+1]�� for i = 1; 2 : : :There are several features which should be stressed here. First, only the martingaleY 1 of least H2-norm kY 1kH2 = �E [Y 1; Y 1]��1=2lives completely in the lower hemisphere. A remarkable feature is the failure ofestimates on the size of the martingale in terms of the boundary data, as can be seenfrom kY ik 2H2 = E�[Y i; Y i]��!1 as i!1 :Moreover, as i!1, note that Y it^� ! Y1t^� a.e. for each t > 0 where Y1 = u1(X)and u1(x) = xkxk for x == 0 in B1(0). As explained in Example 4.4, the martingaleY1 � (�; 0), de�ned on the interval ]0; � ], is a martingale without a starting point.It corresponds to h � 0 in (6.1) and has the property that R �"^� d[Y1; Y1] <1 foreach " > 0, but R �0 d[Y1; Y1] = 1. Nevertheless, if we consider the sequence ofharmonic maps ui : B1(0)! Sm,ui(x) = � xkxk coshi(kxk) ; sinhi(kxk)� ;it is true that the total energies E(ui) are uniformly bounded, i.e., E(ui) � c < 1,while kduik2(0)!1 as i!1. This failure of interior estimates on harmonic mapswith bounded total energy is again in sharp contrast to the behavior of harmonicfunctions. We reconsider such phenomena in the subsequent sections.Finally, if we also take into account martingales Y on Sm with Y� = �, notnecessarily of the rotationally invariant form (6.1), starting points of such martingalesmay be quite arbitrary. For instance, if m = 3, then it is known [37] that for anyx0 2 B1(0) � R3 , there is a smooth harmonic mapu: B1(0)nfx0g ! S2such that uj@B1(0) = id@B1(0). Each such map u = ux0 for x0 == 0 composed with theBrownian motion X on R3 (started at X0 = 0) provides a martingale Y = u �X onS2 � S3 with Y0 = u(0) and Y� = �. For any 0 == x0 2 B1(0), we thus get a martingaleon S3 that actually lives on the equator of S3, ending up at the prescribed value �. Bystudying the construction of the maps u = ux0 [37], it is not very dif�cult to see thatfor appropriate choices of x0 we can achieve that every point of S2 � S3 appears asinitial point ux0(0) of ux0 �X ; moreover ux0 �X is even an H2-martingale. Translatedinto our terminology, this says that each point on the equator is a martingale meanof �.We emphasize that the above results should not be interpreted as artifacts ofan insuf�cient conceptual framework; they just reect the topological nature of theproblem and the nontriviality of the Dirichlet problem in this context.



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 137. Long-term behavior of the heat equationAs explained in section 5, associated to the nonlinear heat equation is the followingreachability problem for r-martingales. Given u0 2 C1(M;N ), a Brownian motionXx on (M; g) such that Xx0 = x, and the random variable � = u0 � Xxt for somex 2 M , t > 0, the problem is to �nd an N -valued H2-martingale Y = (Ys)0�s�twith Yt = � a.e. The �ltration is the m-dimensional Brownian �ltration (m = dimM )with respect to which Xx is de�ned. The relevant question is how such a martingale(unambiguously de�ned as constant martingale for t = 0) changes as t increases.There are results that guarantee existence and uniqueness of martingales withprescribed end states (see [25], [34], [35], [36], [7], [8]). They naturally requirestrong restrictions on � for existence (either on the range of � or on the norm ofthe derivative of � considered as a smooth Wiener functional); uniqueness is usuallyonly given within a certain class of martingales with suf�ciently small Riemannianquadratic variation. The results of Kendall [25] give existence and uniqueness ofmartingale means for random variables with values in small domains, like regulargeodesic balls; they exclude effects caused by global geometry; see also [26], [27],[28]. Results of Picard ([35], Theorems 2.2.1 and 3.1.1) cover random variables ofthe type � = u0 �Xxt (u0 smooth, M and N compact) at least for suf�ciently small tand provide existence and uniqueness of martingale means in this case. Darling [7]constructs r-martingales on Rn with prescribed terminal value under local Lipschitzand convexity conditions on the connection r.For small t, existence of martingales ending up at � = u0 � Xxt at time t isguaranteed by Theorem 5.1 and the short-term solvability of the heat equation: Thereis always a smooth solution u: [0; T [ �M ! N of the heat equation with initialcondition u(0; � ) = u0, provided T > 0 is suf�ciently small, and thenYs = u(t� s;Xxs ); 0 � s � t ;is the martingale on N starting at u(t; x) with Yt = u0 � Xxt a.s. Its Riemannianquadratic variation is given by d [Y; Y ] = kdu(t � s; � )k2(Xxs ) ds. We may chooseT = T (u0) �1 such that [0; T [ is the maximal interval where the solution exists.De�nition 7.1 Let u0 2 C1(M;N ) be a map between Riemannian manifolds (M; g)and (N; h). For t < T and x 2M , let u(t; x) 2 N be the martingale mean of u0�Xxt ,as de�ned by the heat ow deformation of u0. We say that u(t; � ) blows up at timet = T if there is a point x0 2M such that, for any " > 0,lim supt%T supx2B"(x0) kd u(t; x)k2 =1 :Thus, given the situation of De�nition 7.1, we have one of the three alternatives:(i) Blow-up in �nite time, i.e., there exists T � = T �(u0) > 0 such that u(t; � ) isregular for 0 � t < T � <1, but blows up at t = T �(u0).(ii) u(t; � ) is regular for all time, but blows up at T � =1.(iii) u(t; � ) is regular for all time, and u(t; � ) subconverges to a map u1 � u(1; � )which is necessarily C1 and harmonic; moreover u1 is homotopic to u0.



14 A. ThalmaierLemma 7.2 Let u: [0; T [�M ! N be a smooth solution of the heat equation@@tu = 12� (u) ;and let e(u) = kduk2 denote the energy density of u. Then it is true that� @@t � 12�M�e(u) + krduk2 � KMe(u) +KNe(u)2 ; (7:1)whereKM depends on the Ricci curvature of (M; g), andKN denotes an upper boundfor the sectional curvature of (N; h).Lemma 7.2 is a well-known consequence of the Bochner formula for the energydensity e(u) of u (see [9], section (6.8)). In particular, it shows� @@t � 12�M�e(u) � c e(u)�1 + e(u)� (7:2)with a constant c = c(M;N ) depending only on the geometry of M and N . Estimate(7.2) is the basic tool to establish small time solvability of the heat equation.Moreover, estimate (7.1) easily allows one to exploit the role of negative curvatureof the target manifold in the heat ow for harmonic maps; for simplicity, assume thatboth manifolds are compact.Theorem 7.3 Let (M; g) and (N; h) be compact Riemannian manifolds, and supposethat the sectional curvature of N is non-positive, i.e. RiemN � 0. Furthermore, letu: [0; T [�M ! N be a smooth solution of the heat equation. Then, for 0 < t < Tand any x 2M ,E�kduk2(t� s;Xxs )� � E�kduk2(0; Xxt )� eKM (t�s) ; 0 � s � t ; (7:3)where the constant KM is given by (7.1) and Xx is BM(M; g) with Xx0 = x. Inparticular, for s = 0, we have the a priori estimatekduk2(t; x) � E�kduk2(0; Xxt )� eKM t ; (7:4)which excludes blow-up in �nite time.Proof. Let 0 � s � s0 � t. First, note that KN = 0 in (7.1), as a consequence of thecurvature assumption RiemN � 0. Thus, by means of Itô's formula,E�e(u)(t� s;Xxs )� = E�e(u)(t� s0; Xxs0)� +Z s0s E�� @@t � 12�M�e(u)(t� �;Xx� )� d�� E�e(u)(t� s0; Xxs0 )� +KMZ s0s E�e(u)(t� �;Xx� )� d� ;and hence, by Gronwall's Lemma,E�kduk2(t� s;Xxs )� � E�kduk2(t� s0; Xxs0)� eKM (s0�s);which completes the proof. �Obviously (7.3) also gives a bound for the H2-norm of martingales starting atu(t; x) with end state u0 �Xxt in terms of the initial energy E(u0).



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 15Returning to the general case, the above discussion provides the following sto-chastic picture. Given u0 2 C1(M;N ), for t < T � = T �(u0), there is the martingaleYs = u(t� s;Xxs ), 0 � s � t, starting from u(t; x) and ending at u0 �Xxt . If blow-upoccurs at �nite time T � <1, as t% T �, the H2-norm of this martingale will increaseto1 (for some x0). Nevertheless, for t � T �, there may be new H2-martingales withdifferent starting point and terminal state u0�Xxt . Since, for instance, Brownian motionon (M; g) almost surely never hits subsets of codimension at least two, the stochasticdescription for t > T � is not affected by singularities of u(T �; � ) in a subset ofcodimension at least two; for the martingale u(t� s;Xxs ), 0 � s � t, singularities ina polar set are insigni�cant because Xx will never see them (if not started in such apoint). In particular, this will be the case if there is a smooth solution (t; x) 7! u(t; x)of the heat equation on a dense open subset of R+ �M whose complement � has theproperty that BM(M; g) almost surely never hits any of the sections (ftg �M ) \�(if not started there). Then, for any t > 0, the martingale u(t� s;Xxs ) is well-de�nedfor 0 < s � t, up to the possibly non-speci�ed starting point u(t; x) if (t; x) 2 �. Ofcourse, at a singularity the homotopy class of the mapping u(t; � ) may change.In analogy to the classical expectation we use the suggestive notationu(t; x) = E(u0 �Xxt ); t < T �; x 2M ;for the martingale mean of u0�Xxt de�ned by the unique solution of the heat equationwith initial condition u(0; � ) = u0 ; further we writeEFs (u0 �Xxt ); 0 � s � t ;for the corresponding martingale Ys = u(t� s;Xxs ), 0 � s � t. Note that the Markovproperty and the law of iterated expectations hold in this context. Indeed, if wewrite ut = St(u0) for the solution u(t; � ) of the heat equation with initial conditionu(0; � ) = u0, then Ss�St(u0)� = Ss(ut) = Ss+t(u0) for s + t < T � = T �(u0) by theunique solvability of the heat equation; therefore in stochastic termsut �Xxs = E(u0 �Xyt ) jy=Xxs = EFs (u0 �Xxs+t); andE�EFs (u0 �Xxs+t)� = E(u0 �Xxs+t) ;as long as s+ t < T � . Especially, we get E(u0 �Xxs+t) = E�E(u0 �Xyt )jy=Xxs �. Takingiterated expectations then gives, as in the usual theory,EFr �EFs (u0 �Xxt )� = EFr (u0 �Xxt ) ; for 0 � r � s � t < T �:8. Blow-up in �nite time { an exampleThe construction of martingales with prescribed terminal state leads to backwardSDEs. It lies outside the intention of this paper to deal in general with the topic of�nding such martingales using stochastic methods (see [7] for results in this direction);in the sequel we use martingale theory as a way to comprehend qualitative aspectsof the nonlinear heat equation. In this section we discuss an example for �nite-timeblow-up; only in context of this example we briey sketch the aspect of backwardSDEs.



16 A. ThalmaierLet M be an m-dimensional differentiable manifold and r; n positive integers.Given a vector �eld A0 2 � (TM ) and a homomorphism A: M � Rr ! TM ofvector bundles over M , we consider the differential operator in H�ormander formL = A0 + 12 rPi=1A2iwith Ai = A( � ; ei) 2 � (TM ); in addition, we �x differentiable mapsF : M � Rn �Hom(Rr ;Rn )! Rn and f : M ! Rn :Problem 1. Find a smooth function u: [0; t]�M ! Rn solving� @@su = Lu + F (x; u; du �A)ujs=0 = f : (�)Problem 2. Let X be a diffusion on M with generator L, constructed as solution ofthe Stratonovich SDE on M ,� dX = A0(X) dt +A(X) � dWX0 = x ;where W is BM(Rr ) on Wiener space; further let � = f �Xt. Find continuous adaptedRn -, resp. Hom(Rr ;Rn )-valued processes (Ys)0�s�t and (Cs)0�s�t such that� dY = C dW � F (X;Y;C) dsYt = � : (��)Example 8.1 Let F � 0, and suppose � 2 L2(P ;Rn ). Then a solution (Y;C) of (��)is given by Ys = EFs [�] = E [�] + Z s0 C dW;where the matrix process C is determined through Y via Itô's representation theorem.Lemma 8.2 (i) Any solution of (�) gives a solution of (��) via Ys = u(t � s;Xxs ),Cs = du(t� s;Xxs )A(Xxs ; � ); in particular, Y0 = u(t; x).(ii) Under a global Lipschitz condition for F , and if in addition � 2 L2(P ;Rn ), thereexists a unique pair (Y;C) of square-integrable continuous adapted processes solvingproblem (��).Proof. Part (i) is checked directly by means of Itô's formula. Part (ii) is covered bythe work of Pardoux-Peng (see [32], [33]) on backward SDEs. �Note that in PDEs connected to the harmonic map problem the function F de-pends in general quadratically on du, thus violating a global Lipschitz condition for F .Hence, the existence part of Pardoux-Peng cannot be used directly to determine mar-tingale means.The heat equation as a system of nonlinear parabolic PDEs is hard to deal withexplicitly. With enough symmetries, however, the problem can be reduced to a scalarequation in only two variables.



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 17We consider the following example, studied in [5]; see also [17]. Let M = Rmand N = Sm, m � 3, and let u0: Rm ! Sm be de�ned byu0(x) = �xr cosh0(r); sinh0(r)� ; r = kxk ; (8:1)where h0: [0;1) ! R is differentiable, monotonic increasing, h0(0) = ��=2, andh0(1) = (2k + 1)�2 with k 2 Z+ . Let u(t; � ) be the solution of the heat equation withu(0; � ) = u0, in other words, u(t; x) = E(u0 �Xxt ), using the terminology of the lastsection. By symmetry considerations, we haveu(t; x) = �xr cosh(t; r); sinh(t; r)� (8:2)with an appropriate function h(t; r) of two variables. Hence, given the Sm-valuedrandom variable u0 �Xxt for some �xed t > 0 (suf�ciently small), the martingale Ywith initial point Y0 = u(t; x) and prescribed end state Yt = u0 �Xxt is of the formYs = u(t� s;Xxs ) = ��xs cosh(t� s;Rrs); sinh(t� s;Rrs)� ; 0 � s � t; (8:3)where Xx = (�x; Rr) denotes the decomposition of BM(Rm ) into its angle and radialprocess. It suf�ces to determine the function h(t; r).Remark 8.3 A process Y of the form (8.3) is a martingale on Sm with Yt = u0 �Xxtif (8.2) solves the heat equation with u(0; � ) = u0 which is equivalent to@h@t � 12 @2h@r2 � m� 12r @h@r � m� 14r2 sin 2h = 0 where h(0; � ) = h0( � ) : (8:4)The Riemannian quadratic variation [Y; Y ] of Y is given byd [Y; Y ] = � @@rh(t� s;R)�2ds + m� 1R2 cos2 h(t� s;R) ds : (8:5)Now, let u0 represent a nontrivial homotopy class in C(Rm ; Sm). Suppose that(8.2) is always extendable to a global smooth solution u: R+ � Rm ! Sm of the heatequation, u(t; x) = E(u0 �Xxt ) for any (t; x) 2 R+ � Rm . The energy of u0 is givenby E(u0) = vol(Sm�1) Z 10 h�@h@r �2 + m� 1r2 cos2 hi rm�1 dr : (8:6)Note that, without changing the homotopy type of u0, the energy of the initial mapcan be made as small as we like. For instance, in any homotopy class we can �ndrepresentatives with h0(t) � h0(1) for t � "0 > 0 where "0 may be chosen arbitrarilysmall. Taking such a representative means that u0 is constant outside a small ball ofradius "0 about the origin. On the other hand, BM(Rm ) is transient for m � 3, whichimplies that the random variable u0 �Xxt is almost constant for t large, namely equalto north or south pole, depending on k. Thus, we expectlimt!1u(t; x) = (0; : : : ; 0; 1) 2 Sm (north pole) if k is even, andlimt!1u(t; x) = (0; : : : ; 0;�1) 2 Sm (south pole) if k is odd.Of course, u0 cannot be homotopic to a constant map, if it represents a nontrivialhomotopy class. Hence, the deformation u(t; � ) of u0 must develop singularities. The



18 A. Thalmaierproblem is to verify that this happens actually in �nite time. Heuristically, it is thenquite obvious that singularities appear at a �nite number of points (t� ; 0), since bysymmetry, as t increases, u(t; 0) cannot move along great circles through the poles:the points u(t; 0) have to \jump" between the poles.In stochastic terms the problem can be described as follows. Let R denote anm-dimensional Bessel process Bes(m) (radial part of BM(Rm )) with generator12� @2@r2 + m� 1r @@r�;assume that R is de�ned on the one-dimensional Wiener space and adapted to itsone-dimensional Brownian �ltration (Fs)s2R+. For �xed t > 0, set � = h0 �Rrt withRr0 = r. By Lemma 8.2 (i) (for t not too large) there are two adapted real processes(Ys;Fs)0�s�t and (Cs;Fs)0�s�t such that� dYs = Cs dWs � F (Rrs; Ys) ds on [0; t]�
 ;Yt = � ;where F (Rrs; Ys) = (m � 1) (2Rrs)�2 sin(2Ys). Then h(t; r) = Y0. In other words, weget � = Ys + R ts C� dW� � R ts F (Rr�; Y�) d�, which impliesYs = EFs�� + Z ts m� 1(2Rr�)2 sin(2Y�) d��; (8:7)or equivalently,EFs �� + Z t0 m� 1(2Rr�)2 sin(2Y�) d�� = Y0 + Z s0 C� dW� :Equation (8.7) represents Y as sum of the \linear conditional expectation" EFs [�]plus an additional term taking into account the nonlinearity in the PDE (8.4). Forr = 0, we get sin(2Y0) = 0 as a consequence ofZ t0 m� 1(2Rr�)2 sin(2Y�) d� <1 :Therefore, h(t; 0) is necessarily an integer multiple of �=2.Formula (8.7) could be used for an explicit discussion of the heat ow for mapsof the type (8.1). We are not going to pursue this example in further detail now; itsmain features will be covered by the general theory developed in the next section.9. Monotonicity properties for manifold-valued martingalesLet (M; g) and (N; h) be Riemannian manifolds where N is compact. By Nash'stheorem, we may assume that (N; h) is isometrically embedded into R` for some` 2 N. Let �: (TR`)jN ! TN denote the orthogonal projection, which gives a linearmap �y : R` ! TyN for each y 2 N . Writing �f = � � f 2 C1(M;R` ) for thecomposition of a function f 2 C1(M;N ) with the embedding �: N ,! R` , we have� (f )(x) = �f (x) (�M �f)(x) ; x 2M : (9:1)



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 19Thus under the identi�cation � (f ) � ��� (f ) we get �M �f = � (f ) + �(f ), wherethe second summand denotes the normal component of �M �f . Comparison with thecomposition formula �M (� � f ) = ��� (f ) + trace(f�rd�) shows �(f ) = trace(f�rd�).Hence �(f ) depends quadratically on the differential df . In particular, the last decom-position implies that f : M ! N is harmonic if and only if (�M �f)(x) ? Tf (x)N foreach x 2M .From now on let M = Rm (m � 3). We consider solutions of the heat equation@@tu = 12� (u) ; ujt=0 = u0 ; (9:2)where f = u0: Rm ! N is smooth and of �nite energy E(f ) = R kdfk2 dx < 1.We also assume that e(u0) = kdfk2 is bounded. In this case (7.2) provides an apriori estimate for e(u) on a small time interval which guarantees the existence ofa solution to (9.2) locally, i.e. on a small time interval [0; t1[ for some t1 > 0. Theenergy inequality E�u(t; � )� + Z t0 ZRm @@su2(s; x) dsdx � E(u0) (9:3)holds in this case for any t < t1. Moreover, kdu(t; � )k2 is bounded for each t < t1.Via a �xed embedding �: N ,! R` , solutions of the heat equation take values in R` ,and (9.2) reads as @@tu� 12�u + 12�(u) = 0 ; ujt=0 = u0 ; (9:4)where � is the usual Laplacian on Rm .Now let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be a solution of (9.2) such thatE(u0) <1, and e(u0) is bounded on Rm . (9:5)The typical situation we have in mind is as in the example of section 8, where f = u0has small energy E(f ), but represents a nontrivial homotopy class in C1(Rm ; N ).To describe the evolution of u0 under the heat ow, we switch to the stochasticpicture. As explained in section 5, for each (t; x) 2 [0; T [ � Rm , there is an H2-martingale Y t;x � (Y t;xs )0�s�t with starting point Y t;x0 = u(t; x) and terminal valueY t;xt = f �Xxt a.s. Let [Y t;x; Y t;x] = Z h(dY t;x; dY t;x)denote the Riemannian quadratic variation of Y t;x. The next theorem shows that theRiemannian quadratic variations of these martingales share a speci�c monotonicityproperty which is basically a consequence of Brownian scaling. All subsequent resultsare essentially a consequence of this property.Theorem 9.1 (Monotonicity Formula) Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be a solution of theheat equation (9.2) such that (9.5) is ful�lled. Then, for each (t; x) 2 [0; T [�Rm andeach � 2 ]0; 1[ , �: r 7! E Z r�r h(dY t;x; dY t;x) (9:6)de�nes a non-decreasing function � on ]0; t] .We start the proof of Theorem 9.1 by giving a �rst lemma.



20 A. ThalmaierLemma 9.2 Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be as in Theorem 9.1 and (t; x) 2 [0; T [�Rm .Then the following two statements are equivalent:(i) For each � 2 ]0; 1[ the function (9.6) is non-decreasing on ]0; t].(ii) The function �(s) = s E [e(u)(t � s;Xxs )] is non-decreasing on ]0; t].Proof. First note that h(dY t;xs ; dY t;xs ) = kduk2(t � s;Xxs ) ds = e(u)(t � s;Xxs ) ds.Hence, under the assumption that �(s) = s E [e(u)(t � s;Xxs )] =: s '(s) is non-decreasing on ]0; t], we get for 0 < r < r0 � t, with � := r0=r > 1,Z r�r '(s) ds = Z r0�r0 '�s0=�� ds0=� = Z r0�r0(1=s0) (s0=�)'�s0=�� ds0� Z r0�r0 (1=s0) s0 '(s0) ds0 = Z r0�r0 '(s0) ds0 ;which veri�es condition (i). On the other hand, supposing that (i) is true, consider�(r) = E R r�r h(dY t;x; dY t;x) = R r�r '(s) ds for �xed � 2 ]0; 1[. Then by assumption�0(r) = '(r) � �'(�r) � 0; hence �r '(�r) � r '(r) for any r 2 ]0; t]. Because� 2 ]0; 1[ is arbitrary this shows (ii). �Proof (of Theorem 9.1) By Lemma 9.2 we have to show thats 7! s '(s) = s E�e(u)(t� s;Xxs )� (9:7)is non-decreasing on ]0; t]. We write s '(s) = s E�e( ~u)(s;X0s)� with~u(r; y) := u(t� r; x + y)solving @r ~u+ 12� ( ~u) = 0 on [0; t]�Rm , where @r denotes differentiation with respectto the time variable. The claim is a consequence of the following lemma. �Lemma 9.3 Over an interval ]a; b [ � R+ let ~u: ]a; b [� Rm ! N be a solution of�@r + 12�� ~u = 0 (9:8)such that e( ~u) = kd ~uk2 and k@r ~uk are bounded on ]a; b [�Rm . Then, for a Brownianmotion Xx on Rm with starting point x, the function�: s 7! s '(s) = s E�e( ~u)(s;Xxs )� (9:9)is non-decreasing on ]a; b [.Proof. We follow a similar calculation of Struwe [41], and show thats 7! �(s2) = s2 '(s2)is non-decreasing on ]pa;pb ]. Of course, we may assume that x = 0. First note that,for �xed s > 0, the rescaled function~us(r; y) := ~u(s2r; sy) ; (r; y) 2 �a=s2; b=s2�� Rmalso solves (9.8).



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 21Since, by the scaling property of BM(Rm ; can),E�kd ~usk2(1; X01 )� = s2 E�kd ~uk2(s2; sX01 )� = s2 E�kd ~uk2(s2; X0s2)� ;it suf�ces to check ddsE�kd ~usk2(1; X01 )� � 0. Moreover, by the same reasoning asabove, it is enough to consider s = 1, i.e., to establishdds ��s=1E�kd ~usk2(1; X01 )� � 0 : (9:10)From the de�nition of ~us follows dds ��s=1 ~us(r; y) = 2r @r ~u(r; y) + d ~u(r; y) � y. Noticethat ~u(r; � ) is a function from Rm to R` , and its differential d ~u(r; � ) is hence a functionfrom Rm to Rm 
 R` . Moreover, by the isometry of the embedding N ,! R` , wehave kd ~uk2 = hd ~u; d ~ui, where hA;Bi = Pmi=1hAei; BeiiR` for an orthonormal basis(e1; : : : ; em) of Rm . Since PfX01 2 dyg = g(y) dy, where g denotes standard normaldistribution on Rm , we get:dds ��s=1E�kd ~usk2(1; X01 )� = dds ��s=1E�hd ~us; d ~usi(1; X01 )�= 2 E�hd ~u (1; y); d�2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y�ijy=X01 �= 2 ZRmhd ~u (1; y); d�2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y�i g(y) dy= 2 h ZRm
d ~u (1; y); d��2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y� g(y)�� dy� ZRm
d ~u (1; y); (gradg)(y)
 �2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y�� :We substitute (gradg)(y) = �y g(y) into the second integral, and apply Green's for-mula to the �rst integral, exploiting � ~u = �2 @r ~u + �( ~u) and the fact that2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y 2 T ~u(1;y)N ; y 2 Rm :Thus, we �nally havedds ��s=1E�kd ~usk2(1; X01 )� = dds ��s=1E�hd ~us; d ~usi(1; X01 )�= 2h ZRm
2 @r ~u(1; y); 2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y�R` g(y) dy+ ZRm
d ~u (1; y) � y; 2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y�R` g(y) dyi= 2 ZRm2 @r ~u(1; y) + d ~u(1; y) � y2g(y) dy= 2 E 2 @r ~u(1; X01 ) + d ~u(1; X01 ) �X012 � 0 :This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. �The proof of Lemma 9.3 allows us to extract explicit information about the growthof function (9.7) which in turn gives a quantitative version of the Monotonicity For-mula.



22 A. ThalmaierCorollary 9.4 Let ]a; b [ � R+ and let ~u: ]a; b [� Rm ! N be a solution of�@r + 12�� ~u = 0 (9:11)such that e( ~u) = kd ~uk2 and k@r ~uk are bounded functions on ]a; b [� Rm . Further let�: ]a; b [! R be de�ned by �(s) = s E�e( ~u)(s;Xxs )�: (9:12)Then for any s < t in ]a; b [ and x 2 Rm the following equality holds:�(s) + Z ts E � k2� @r ~u(�;Xx� ) + d ~u(�;Xx� ) �Xx� k2� � d� = �(t) :Proof. Again it suf�ces to consider the case x = 0. Note that for solutions ~u of (9.11),where �(s) � �(s; ~u) is given by (9.12), we get from the proof of Lemma 9.3dds ��s=1�(s2; ~u) = 2 E 2 @r ~u(1; X01 ) + d ~u(1; X01 ) �X012:On the other hand, we have2�2 �0(�2; ~u) = dds ��s=1�(�2s2; ~u) = dds ��s=1s2 E�kd ~u�k2(s2; X0s2)� = dds ��s=1�(s2; ~u�) ;where ~u�(s; y) = ~u(�2s; �y) is the corresponding rescaled solution of (9.11). The twoequations combined give�0(�; ~u) = E 2� @r ~u(�;X0�) + d ~u(�;X0�) �X0�2=�which implies the assertion. �Theorem 9.1 should be seen as a parabolic version of the monotonicity inequalitydeveloped by Schoen and Uhlenbeck (see [39], [38]) for energy minimizing harmonicmaps: If f 2 L21(
;N ) is energy minimizing on some domain 
 � Rm , i.e., if eachpoint x of 
 has a neighborhood U such that E(f ) � E(f 0) for every f 0 2 L21(
;N )satisfying f = f 0 on 
nU , thenr2�mEr(f ) � const s2�mEs(f ) (9:13)for 0 < r < s < dist(x; @
) and x 2 
, where Er(f ) = RBr (x) kdfk2 is the energyof f on the r-ball Br(x) about x. Note that in comparison to (9.13) the parabolicmonotonicity formula 9.1 (expressed by the monotonicity of the function (9.7)) usesthe heat kernel instead of Lebesgue measure on Rm which seems to be a natural wayto take into account the inhomogenity of space-time. We continue with a variation ofthe Monotonicity Formula.Corollary 9.5 Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be a smooth solution of the heat equation(9.2) such that (9.5) is ful�lled. For �xed (t; x) 2 [0; T [�Rm and � � 0, consider themartingale Y t;x;� on N ,Y t;x;�s = u(� + t� s;Xxs ) ; � � s � � + t : (9:14)Then the function s 7! s E�e(u)(� + t� s;Xxs )� (9:15)



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 23is non-decreasing on [�; � + t], and for each � 2 ]0; 1[r 7! E Z r�r h(dY t;x;�; dY t;x;�) = E Z r�r�e(u)(� + t� s;Xxs )� ds (9:16)is non-decreasing on [�=�; � + t].Proof. Since ~u(r; y) := u(�+ t�r; y) solves �@r + 12�� ~u = 0 on [�; �+ t], the statementabout (9.15) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.3. Again the statement about(9.16) follows by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 9.3. �Remark 9.6 Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be a smooth solution of the heat equation (9.2)such that (9.5) is ful�lled. The same argument as in 9.5 can be applied toY T;x;�s = u(� + T � s;Xxs ) ; � < s � � + T ;showing that s 7! s E�e(u)(� + T � s;Xxs )�is non-decreasing on ]�; T + �]. Especially,lims&0 E�e(u)(T � s;Xx�+s)�exists for any � > 0, even if u blows up at x at time T .10. Blow-ups in �nite time and small energyCrucial for this section is the observation that Theorem 9.1 allows one to use almostverbatim the machinery developed by Schoen and Uhlenbeck (cf. [38], Theorem 2.2)to establish a priori C1-bounds for solutions of the heat equation with small energy(see also [41]).Theorem 10.1 There exists a constant "0 = "0(m;N ) > 0 depending only on mand N such that for any solution u: [0; T [� Rm ! N of the heat equation satisfyingcondition (9.5) the following is true: If �(r) = E R rr=2 h(dY t;x; dY t;x) < "0 for some(t; x) 2 [0; T [�Rm and some r such that 0 < r � t < T , then kduk2(t; x) � C witha constant C = C�r;m;N;E(u0)�.Proof. Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be an arbitrary solution of the heat equation. Fix(t0; x0) 2 [0; T [ � Rm , and consider �(r0) = E R r0r0=2 h(dY t0;x0 ; dY t0;x0) for some0 < r0 � t0. We show that there are (universal) constants "0 = "0(m;N ) > 0 andC = C�r0;m;N;E(u0)� such that if �(r0) < "0 then kduk2(t0; x0) � C.Denote by B�(x) = fy 2 Rm : ky � xk < �g the (open) Euclidean ball aboutx 2 Rm of radius �. Further, for � � 0 and (t; x) 2 R+ �Rm , consider the \parabolicball" P (�; t; x) := [t� �2; t]�B�(x)at (t; x), where B�(x) = fy 2 Rm : ky � xk � �g is the closed ball about x ofradius �. Let 0 < r1 � 1 such that r 21 = r0=� with � � 4. First, we claim that for0 < � < r1 and any point (t; x) 2 P (r1; t0; x0) the following estimate holds:



24 A. Thalmaier1�m Z 2�2�2 ZB� (x) e(u)(t + �2 � s; y) dsdy � c �(r0) + c�� E(u0) ; (10:1)with constants c = c(m) and c� = c�(r0;m). Indeed, note that for (s; y) 2 [�2; 2�2]�B�(x) the Gaussian transition kernel may be estimated from below asps(x; y) = � 12�s �m=2 exp��ky � xk22s � � 1c1 ��m ;where c1 = c1(m). In combination with Corollary 9.5 this estimate gives1�m Z 2�2�2 ZB� (x) e(u)(t + �2 � s; y) dsdy � c1Z 2�2�2 E e(u)(t + �2 � s;Xxs ) ds� c1Z 2r 21r 21 E e(u)(t + �2 � s;Xxs ) ds :Further, if we set � = t0 � t, then 0 � � � r 21 , and hence for s 2 [r 21 ; 2r 21 ]ps(x; y)ps+� (x; y) � �s + �s �m=2 � c2 = c2(m) ;uniformly in y. Thus, by using Theorem 9.1 once again, we getE Z 2r 21r 21 e(u)(t + �2 � s;Xxs ) ds � c2 E Z 2r 21r 21 e(u)(t + �2 � s;Xxs+� ) ds= c2 E Z 2r 21 +�r 21 +� e(u)(t0 + �2 � s;Xxs ) ds� c2 E�Z 2r 21r 21 : : : ds + Z 4r 212r 21 : : : ds�� 2c2 E Z r0r0=2 e(u)(t0 + �2 � s;Xxs ) ds= 2c2 E Z r0��2r0=2��2 e(u)(t0 � s;Xxs+�2 ) ds :Finally, for r0=2� �2 � s � r0 � �2, we can use the obvious estimate��ps+�2(x; y)� ps(x0; y)�� �� � 12��m=2���� 1s + �2�m=2exp��ky � xk22(s + �2)�� �1s�m=2exp��ky � x0k22s ����� c3 ���� 1s + �2 �m=2� �1s�m=2��� + c4 ���exp��ky � xk22(s + �2)�� exp��ky � x0k22s ����� c5 r 21 = c6=� ;uniformly in y, with constants ci depending on m and r0. From there, together with



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 25E Z r0��2r0=2��2 e(u)(t0 � s;Xx0s ) � E�Z r0=2r0=4 : : : ds + Z r0r0=2 : : : ds�� 2�(r0) ;we get, as claimed,1�m Z 2�2�2 ZB� (x) e(u)(t + �2 � s; y) dsdy � 4c2 �(r0) + c2 c6 r0 E(u0)=�= c(m)�(r0) + c�(m; r0)E(u0)=� :We will exploit (10.1) for � small. First observe that there exists �0 2 [0; r1[ suchthat (r1 � �0)2 supP (�0 ;t0;x0)e(u) = max0���r1 (r1 � �)2 supP (�;t0;x0)e(u) : (10:2)Moreover, there is a point (t�; x�) 2 P (�0; t0; x0) such thate0 := supP (�0 ;t0;x0)e(u) = e(u)(t�; x�) :We may assume that e0 > 0. If we set �0 = (r1 � �0)=2, then 0 < �0 + �0 < r1, andhence from the choice of �0 and (t�; x�)supP (�0 ;t�;x�)e(u) � supP (�0+�0;t0;x0)e(u) � 4 e0 : (10:3)Introduce �1 := pe0 �0, and rescale u asv(t; x) := u�t� t0e0 + t�; x� x0pe0 + x�� ; (t; x) 2 P (�1; t0; x0) ;then v provides a solution of the nonlinear heat equation on P (�1; t0; x0) chosen suchthat e(v)(t0; x0) = 1. Moreover, by (10.3) we havesupP (�1 ;t0;x0)e(v) = 1e0 supP (�0 ;t�;x�)e(u) � 4 :We want to show that �1 � 1. First note that Lemma 7.2 implies� @@t � 12��e(v) � C1 e(v)on P (�1; t0; x0), where the constant C1 depends only on N . Hence, if instead of e(v)we consider ~e(t; x) := exp�C1(t0 � t)� e(v)(t; x)on P (�1; t0; x0), and if �1 � 1, we get from Moser's weak Harnack inequality forsubsolutions of parabolic equations ([31], Theorem 3, p. 113) the estimate1 = e(v)(t0; x0) � C2 ZP (1;t0;x0) e(v)(s; y) dsdy ; (10:4)where the constant C2 depends on C1. Scaling back givesZP (1;t0;x0) e(v)(s; y) dsdy = e0m=2 ZP (1=pe0 ;t�;x�) e(u)(s; y) dsdy ;



26 A. Thalmaierso that (10.4) leads to1 � C2e0m=2 Z t�t��1=e0 ZB1=pe0 (x�) e(u)(s; y) dsdy= C2e0m=2 Z 2=e01=e0 ZB1=pe0 (x�) e(u)(t� + 1=e0 � s; y) dsdy� C3 �(r0) + C4E(u0)=� = C3 "0 + C4E(u0)=� ;with uniform constants C3 = C3(m;N ) and C4 = C4(r0;m;N ); note that the inequal-ity in the last line follows from (10.1), since 1=pe0 � �0 < r1 as a consequence ofthe assumption �1 = pe0 �0 � 1. If we choose "0 < 1=(2C3) and � > 2C4E(u0), weobtain a contradiction. Thus only �1 � 1 is possible, and hence, by the choice of �0,max0���r1 (r1 � �)2 supP (�;t0;x0)e(u) = (r1 � �0)2 supP (�0 ;t0;x0)e(u) � 4� 20 e0 = 4� 21 � 4 :Finally, choosing � = r1=2, hence (r1 � �)2 = r0=4�, we get for � suf�ciently largesupP ((r0=4�)1=2;t0;x0)e(u) � 16 �=r0 : (10:5)The proof is complete. �From (10.5) we read off more precise quantitative information how smallness ofRiemannian quadratic variation translates into gradient bounds for solutions of theheat equation.Corollary 10.2 Let u: [0; T [� Rm ! N be a solution of the heat equation satisfyingcondition (9.5). Suppose that�(r0) = E Z r0r0=2 h(dY t0;x0 ; dY t0;x0) < "0for some (t0; x0) 2 [0; T [� Rm such that 0 < r0 � t0 < T , where "0 is determinedby Theorem 10.1. Then, there exists � = ��r0;m;N;E(u0)� such thatsup�e(u)(t0 � s; x) : 0 � s � r0=� ; kx� x0k2 � r0=�	 � 4�=r0 : (10:6)Moreover, � can be chosen independent of r0 as long as r0 exceeds some positive lowerbound.Theorem 10.1 can easily be adapted to obtain a global existence result for solutionsof the heat equation.Theorem 10.3 For any T > 0 there exists a constant "1 = "1(m;N; T ) dependingonly on m; N such that any solution u: [0; T [� Rm ! N of the heat equation withe(u0) bounded on Rm and E(u0) < "1 can be extended to a global (smooth) solutionu: [0;1[� Rm ! N which converges to a constant harmonic map u1 as t!1.Proof. Given (t; x) 2 [0; T [�Rm and 0 < r � t, we get by means of the MonotonicityFormula (see Corollary 9.5 with � = 0)



Brownian motion and the formation singularities in the heat ow for harmonic maps 27E Z rr=2 h(dY t;x; dY t;x) = Z rr=2 E e(u)(t � s;Xxs ) ds = Z rr=2 1s s E�e(u)(t� s;Xxs )� ds� t E�e(u0)(Xxt )� Z rr=2 1s ds = t E�e(u0)(Xxt )� ln 2� c(t;m)E(u0) < "0 ;for "1 < "0=c(t;m) where "0 = "0(m;N ) is the constant determined by Theorem 10.1.Note that the explicit form of the constant c(t;m) is t ln 2 (2� t)�m=2 and that m � 3by assumption; hence the same constant "1 that works for t also applies for t0 > t;especially "1 may be chosen independent of t as long as t exceeds some positivevalue, say t � t0. However, as a consequence of Corollary 10.2, if E(u0) � "1 ="1(m;N; t0), then there is a positive � = ��t0;m;N;E(u0)� and a uniform a prioribound kduk2(s; � ) � C=T (10:7)for T �� < s < T with a universal constant C depending only on t0, m, N , E(u0).Now, given a smooth solution of the heat equation u: [0; T [� Rm ! N with e(u0)bounded and E(u0) < "1 = "1(m;N; t0), let u: [0; T 0[� Rm ! N be its maximalextension in the sense that u can not be extended beyond the time interval [0; T 0[ asa smooth solution of the heat equation. Hence, if T 0 <1, then u(t; � ) will blow upat t = T 0. But by the above reasoningkduk2(s; � ) � C=T 0for T 0 � � < s < T 0, which shows that blow up at time T 0 is impossible. As aconsequence, we must have T 0 = 1, which means that u is extendable to a globalsolution u: [0;1[� Rm ! N . The fact that u(t; � ) ! u1 � const as t ! 1 caneasily be derived from the uniform global decaykduk2(t; � ) � C=tfor t � T . �Note that in Theorem 10.3 the initial map u0 is automatically homotopic to a con-stant map. On the other hand, in case of homotopically nontrivial maps u0, Theorem10.3 immediately leads to blow-up results in �nite time.Corollary 10.4 Let T > 0, and let "1 = "1(m;N; T ) be determined by Theorem10.3. Then, for homotopically nontrivial smooth initial data u0: Rm ! N such thate(u0) 2 L1 and E(u0) < "1, solutions of the heat equation@@tu = 12� (u) ; ujt=0 = u0 (10:8)blow up before time T . In fact, blow-up time T � = T �(u0) approaches 0 as E(u0)decreases to 0.Proof. Otherwise, by Theorem 10.3, there would exist a global solution to (10.8)inducing a homotopy u0 ' u1 � const, in contradiction to the assumption that u0 ishomotopically nontrivial. �



28 A. Thalmaier11. ConclusionDeformation by heat ow reduces the total energy of the initial map u0: M ! N ,while the average energy along paths of Brownian motion (measured by the H2-normof the martingales with prescribed terminal state u0�Xxt ) may blow up. We discussedthe caseM = Rm with the at Brownian motion; analogous results can be given in thegeneral situation by exploiting the fact that locally about each point any Riemannianmetric is approximately Euclidean (see [42]).Speci�cally, if u: [0; t0[�M ! N is a smooth solution of the heat equation,we have the N -valued martingale Ys = u(t0 � s;Xxs ), 0 < s � t0, and the function�(r) = E R rr=2 h(dY; dY ) is non-decreasing on ]0; t0]. Hence, for x 2 M , there aretwo possibilities:(i) limr!0�(r) > 0, which means that blow-up occurs at (t0; x); in this case the process(Ys)0<s�t0 is a martingale without starting point.(ii) limr!0�(r) = 0, which implies that the heat ow u can be extended around (t0; x);moreover Y0 = u(t0; x).There are many important related questions. Of course, the above discussionstresses the desirability of constructing appropriate martingales with purely proba-bilistic methods and without relying on solutions the heat equation. For instance, letf : M ! N be a smooth map between compact Riemannian manifolds (M; g) and(N; h). Is there always an H2-martingale Ys (de�ned at least for 0 < s � t) withterminal state f � Xxt , even for t > T �, if T � is the �rst blow-up time in the heatow with initial map f? What is a straightforward stochastic way to construct suchmartingales in general situations? (We deal with these questions in [41], [42]).Note that the heat equation is no longer well-de�ned as classical PDE beyond the�rst singularity; one has to switch to the framework of distributional solutions. Never-theless, questions about martingale means of random variables of the type � = f �Xxtmake sense for arbitrary values of t.Finding starting points of martingales with a prescribed terminal state puts theheat equation in a quite general setting and provides \solutions" to the heat equationin a weak but canonical sense.Acknowledgement . The author is indebted to Marc Arnaudon for pointing out an error in the �rst versionof this paper.References1. Arnaudon, M.: Esp�erances conditionnelles et C-martingales dans les vari�et�es. In: Az�ema, J. et al. (eds.)S�eminaire de Probabilit�es XXVIII. Lect. Notes in Math. 1583, 300{311 (1994)2. Arnaudon, M.: Barycentres convexes et approximations des martingales continues dans les vari�et�es.In: Az�ema, J. et al. (eds.) S�eminaire de Probabilit�es XXIX. Lect. Notes in Math. 1613, 70{85 (1995)3. Chang, K.-C., Ding, W.-Y., Ye, R.: Finite-time blow-up of the heat ow of harmonic maps fromsurfaces. J. Differ. Geom. 36, 507{515 (1992)4. Chen, Y., Ding, W.-Y.: Blow-up and global existence for heat ows of harmonic maps. Invent. math.99, 567{578 (1990)5. Coron, J.M., Ghidaglia, J.M.: Explosion en temps �ni pour le ot des applications harmoniques.C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, S�er. I. 308, 339{344 (1989)
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